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1. Diophantine equations involving products of integers have been
investigated by many mathematicians. Among these are ErdSs [1],
L. J. Mordell [4], but these are the equations in two variables. In this
paper, we shall show the following diophantine equation in three variables

( 1 x(x+l)y(y/ 1) z(z+l)
has infinitely many integer solutions and also show there exists an algo-
rithm for obtaining all the integer solutions of (1).

2. In our previous paper [3], we have obtained the following result.
We denote the set of all the integer solutions of a diophantine equation
z--(x-l)(y-l)+a (a e Z) by S. Then it is easy to verify that the map-
pings

a" y > xy+z r" y " x
z x-1)y+ xz z z

p" Y ; y p" Y y p" Y y
z z z z --z

are the permutations of S. G denotes the group (a, r,$ (1i3). We
denotes the number of the representatives [S/G] by t. Then we have
obtained the following proposition.

Proposition (cf. [3]). The number is finite ezcep$ in case a=0, and
t equals the number of the integer points contained in the se SR,
where

R= 0N(+I-)/(+),0 i ease a>0,

R= g "I<NV, 0, (w--a-1)/(w-l)N(--l)/(2--)

Porthe ease =4, we have t=2, thatis, S=G(UG(I." Con-
]
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gruence consideration shows G e S" x--yl mod 2 and z_2
2

mod 4/, which will be denoted by S*. We denote by T the set of all the

--* .y+l is a bijee-integer solutions of (1). Then the mapping f

tion from T to S*. We denote e* =f- el, r*=f-rf and 0*--f-’of. Then
we have

a* y 2xy+x+y+2z+1
z 2xy+ x +2xy+2xz+2x+ z

v*" y
Z Z

o*" Y -- 1
Z

p*" y y
Z Z

and p,, ()___(z--zY 1)"-
\ ]0

isthat is, G* acts on T transitively. For example, a solution

theorem.

\ ]0
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